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Abstract
As digital cameras have been used widely, a technology to extract features of character string areas
from scenery (nature) image is required. However, it
is very difficult to extract character string areas from
a complex background of scenery image as compared
wit,h a relatively simple background of documentary
image.
Human can extract of character string areas from
scenery image having complex background. Therefore, a fairly high degree of accuracy in the extract.ion of character st,ring areas may be attained by
imitating the human visual processing system.
In t,his paper we proposed the method to extract
charact.er st,ring a r e a from color scenery images using t.he psychological pot,ent,ial field [1],[2](imitating
t.he human visual processing system). We have also
executed the experiment and obtained the favorable
processing results that are close tjo the human sense
and unlikely t,o be affected by amounts of color inform,zt,ion and photographing conditions. And, this
met,hod have high degree of accuracy in the extraction of character string areas when it is applied to
t,he color scenery image.
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Introduction

This method first separates a color scenery image into the Munsell color system, which are believed to be close to the color characteristics that
we can sense, and executes subsequent processing
(Fig.l(a)). Next, remove noises. And, to imitate the
process of the horizontal retinal cells, features are
enhanced, using local complexity level (Fig.l(b)).
Then, features are extracted, using the psychological potential field that is relatively agrees with human (sensory) subject,ive image processing results
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(Fig.l(c)). After these processing are completed,
character strine.
" areas are extracted wit,h the those
feature extraction results judged and merged generally (Fig.l ( d ) ) .
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Figure 1: Flow of proposed method
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Separation using Munsell
Color System

The human color characteristics are believed to
be close to the Munsell color system represented by
hue (H), value (V), and chromatic (C), no to the
RGB color system used generally in computers.
This method separates an input color scenery image into the Munsell color system and executes the
subsequent processing for each information hue (H),
value (V) and chromatic (C). The value information is mainly used for images having high contrasts,
and hue and chromatic information is mainly used
for colorful images. If input image is gray scale the
value information is only used. This makes it possi-

ble to reduce effects by amounts of color information
and photographing conditions.
Fig.2(a)-(c) show the separation images hue (H),
value (V) and chromatic (C) in Munsell color system.

(a)lluc illlago

(1))V;lluo image

Fig.5(a) also shows that the character st,ring areas have certain ranges (medium) of local complexity level. Therefore, the local complexity level of
the range, where character string areas may exist,, is
emphasized (See Fig.5(b)).
The enhanced edge elements specially help to enhance character areas for t,he hue(H), value(V), and
chromatic(C) information.

(c)C:hror~~atic:
image

Figure 2: Separation using Munsell color system
(a)iript~t
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(b)density

(c)frcql~crrc,y (d)cornplexity

Figure 3: Example of local ~omplexit~y
level

Feature Enhance using Local Complexity Level

The edge elements in an image are very important,
characteristics. It is also generally known that the
horizontal retinal cells of human are extracting and
enhancing t,he edges.
At first, this method removed noises for each information item hue ( H ) , value (V), and chromatic
(C) separated in Chapter.2. Next, this method imitates the horizonal retainal cells process by enhancing the edge elements using local complexity level[3].
This method defines and measures the local complexity level in steps from (i) to (iii) below.
Figure 4: Relation of D(,,,),

(i) The local pixel density (D(z,y))is measured
for each local area of an input image. Then,
normalization is performed for each iocal pixel
density (D(,,,)) t,o seize a local density image

F(,,,) and 6(,,,)

(~(x,,)).

(ii) The local average frequency (F(z,y))is measured, as an approximate high frequency element, for each local area of the input image.
Then, normalization is performed for each local average frequency (F(,,,))to seize a local
average frequency image (F(,,,)).
(n)Cornplexity image

(iii) From the local pixel density image (D(,,,)) and
the local average frequency image (F(,,,)),the
local complexity level (C(,,,)) is defined as expression (1). Then, n~rmalizat~ion
is performed
for each local complexity level (C(,,,)) to seize
a local complexity level image (6(,,,)).
Fig.4 shows the relationship among the normalized local pixel density, local average frequency, and
local complexity level.
Fig.5(a) shows an example of the local complexity level image created from t,he input image in the
above procedure. This figure shows that the local
complexity level is high in an area that contains
many edge elements.

(h)l;r~t~;~ricc~I
irllagc

Figure 5: Example of feature enhance
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Feature
Extraction
using Psychological Potential
Field

It has been proposed that DOG and LOG (Laplacian Of Gaussian) filter processing are similar to human initial image processing. But, from the standpoint of human subjective image processing, these
methods are different from the present image processing method in human sense. On the other hand

in cognitive science field, i t is proposed that the
method called psychological potential field (Field of
induction on t,he retina) is similar to human subjective image processing[l],[2].
This met,hod used psychological potent,inl field to
feat.ure cxt,ract.ion. Psychological potential field is
defined by expression(2), where I-, is dist,ance to
measurement points, n is number of measurement
points (See Fig.G(a)). As shown in the psychological
potent,ial field in Fig.G(b), the pot,ential field match
t,o human subjcct,ive processing.
Fig.7 shows the example of the image using
psychological potent,ial field t,hat corresponds t,o
Fig.5(b).

the hue(H) , value(V), and chromatic(C) information
of these areas are compared, and if the following
conditions are met,, the corresponding areas are ext,racted as character areas (See Fig.8):
One of the information items indicates a high
value.
Two or more of the inf~rmat~ion
items have the
same result,^.
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Figure 6: Psychological potential field

Figure 8: Feature judgment and merge
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Figure 7: Example of feature extraction
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Results of Experiments

The results of experiments on color scenery images are shown in Fig.9. This method is similar to
human subjective image processing(See Fig.S(a)).
Even if the contrast of the character string areas:
is too low to seize the value(V) information, those
areas can be extracted by effectively using the color
information (See Fig.g(b)).

The results of preliminary experiment indicate
that character string areas existing in color scenery
images generally have the following features:
The potential of each character string area is
high.
The potential around each character string area
is mcd~um(A background area exists).
Each character string area is existing continuously.

hi^ method, in future judgment and merge
stage, extracts the areas that meet the above conditions as candidates for character string areas. Then,

(a)High contrast image

(h)I,ow contrast

Irlldge

Figure 9: Example of extraction character string areas
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Conclusions

In this paper we proposed the method to extract
character string areas from color scenery images using the psychological potential field (imitating the
human visual processing system). We have also executed the experiment and obtained the favorable
processing results that are close to the human sense
and unlikely to be affected by amounts of color information and photographing conditions.
An investigation of unsuccessful examples showed
that almost of all the failed examples were too
small character or character string areas(See Fig.10).
Presently, we are studying the character segmentation[4] from color scenery image using this proposed
method.
Moreover, we are now comparing the effects of
this technique when it is applied to color systems
other than the Munsell color system (Lta*b* etc.)
with the effects when the technique is applied to the
Munsell color syst,em.

Figure 10: Example of unsuccessful image
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